FALL 2018 Newsletter of the Plumas-Eureka State Park Association
MESSAGE FROM BOARD CHAIRMAN - John Sciborski
I have some positive things to report for 2018.
First, we have made progress on the project list that we established at the beginning of this
year. Working with DPR staff we have the following to report:
- Plantings at the Moriarty House-a water line layout for the plantings has been approved
and lumber for the planting boxes has been selected and will be milled over the winter. Our
plan is to be ready to plant in the spring.
- Rehab the walkway to the Stamp Mill from the Blacksmith Shop. PESPA Board
authorized $1,500 to purchase compactible gravel to replace the EPA washed out gravel.
- We have been working with DPR staff on the remaining project list and will be moving ahead in the spring.
- Stay tuned for more progress!

UPDATES FOR ONGOING PARK PROJECTS - Board Directors,
Jamison Creek Forest Stewardship, and CAL Parks Foundation
Mill roof stabilization by DPR….December 2017…completed by subcontractor who inserted interior wooden roof
support system. Success: Mill survived winter 2018 storms and is waiting for State’s contribution to tackle full
restoration as planned 2016-2017 when monies become available. Est. 6-7 million to dismantle and put back
together like an erector set???? PESPA will share this plan with anybody interested in viewing this document.
Jamison Creek Forest Stewardship Grant = $5000
May 2018: 85 volunteers and professionals worked to start fuel reduction of 12 acres surrounding Historical
buildings over to Ranger’s residence. Area
marked off by Sierra District Forester Rich Adams.
Money was spent by thinning and chipping ladder
fuels on approximately 4 acres from Laporte Road
(south of Museum) up to the Assay office and the
middle parkway section, from Bushman Mill to Mill.
10 loads of chips sent to Ski Hill for trails and
walkways. Renewal of Entry signs by David
Cooley (DPR maintenance @ PESP). David
completely rebuilt rotting Park sign at the Museum
and refreshed the Park sign at Madora Lake on
A-14. We feel renewed and refreshed and
proud…thanks David
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MAKING SAWDUST – THE OLD-FASHIONED WAY
By Dennis Black, PESPA Board Director
Jason was blind from birth so his experience at Plumas Eureka State Park this summer was different from many
of our guests. When he showed up at our historic woodshop in the back room of the assay office, I wondered
how I would be able to help him understand the use of the various tools. Our woodshop is in a very small space,
but it is more than just a place to look at tools. We encourage our guests to watch, ask questions and use the
tools.
In Jason’s case the first step was to let him feel the tools and of course let him know which part was sharp. He
wasn’t content to just “see” the tools, but he also wanted to use them. It wasn’t long before Jason was making
crisp curls with a 150-year-old wooden jack plane. He continued with the shaving horse, spoke shave and
various tools in the shop. Other guests came in so I left him to work on his own. After a few moments I asked
him, “How is it going over there, Jason?” He quipped, “It looks good to me!”
I imagine he spent two hours in the shop asking questions and testing out 10 or more tools. It was the first time
in his 30 or so years that he was trusted to use any woodworking tools and he loved it. As his mom began to
guide him to the door to leave, we said goodbye and he thanked me for taking time with him. He turned around
at the door and came back in to give me a hug in appreciation for his time in the shop. I found him to be
thoughtful, charming, intelligent, curious and really funny. I was honored to be able to give him an experience he
would not soon forget.
The shop walls are covered with various tools and the shop floor is covered with shavings from hundreds of
guests of all ages who were able to enjoy a hands-on experience at our newest venue.
My thanks to Chuck Bowman for being an excellent docent in the woodshop. We are looking for others with an
interest in historic woodworking to become part of our docent team in the shop next summer. For more
information call me at 530-249-4334.

Family Enjoys a Hands-On Demo in the New Woodshop
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RANGER RAMBLINGS By Tim Quandt, PESP Park Ranger
As the fall colors begin the change from the summer season, I sit back and enjoy the
cooling temperatures and the smell of smoke from the warming fires of the houses in
Johnsville and wonder how I ever got so lucky to live and work in such a special place.
This guy is one grateful ranger!
The summer season of 2018 saw a lot of new visitors to the park. I spent a lot of time
meeting new folks and having them raise their right hand to swear the Oath of PlumasEureka Secrecy. I still marvel at the culture of this particular state park! Here, in 2018,
this park still has much of the same culture it did in 1978! I’ve worked in many state
parks around this great state and I can honestly say, Plumas-Eureka State Park is the
hidden gem that offers a very different experience for our visitors than they’d find in many
of our other parks. I have to knock on wood every time I mention that campsite thefts are
rare here (in 5 years, I’ve yet to take a theft report from our campground); that quiet hours are respected and
observed (I may speak to a handful of folks about noise during the course of a season); or that food storage
regulations are rarely disrespected (and when that occurs it’s usually due to ignorance, rather than a refusal to
comply). In almost all situations, behavior can be corrected with a simple conversation, rather than a citation. I’d
like to take this time to thank the visiting public for being such great attendees at Plumas-Eureka State Park…you
truly make my job a dream! I get to tell folks frequently that I live the dream, and a lot of that has to do with the
visitors. Thanks again for being such a great respectful bunch!
This summer, Plumas-Eureka SP enjoyed the return of Interpretive Specialist Patrick O’Reilly, who had a new
sidekick this year with Park-Aide Emma Sautter learning the ropes. The office saw the returns of Cindy Johnson
and Kathy Osher, whose knowledge and dedication keep the operation flowing as smoothly as possible
throughout the course of the season. Our camp host team this year saw the return of the Secklers and the
Croswells and the new addition of the Wards from the great state of Maine!
Plumas-Eureka State Park once again participated in the Graeagle 4th of July parade, with a decorated truck
loaded with period garbed musicians in the back, led by Paddy ‘O and his mandolin. Gold Discovery Days was a
great success, despite the adversity of missing the horses and wagon this year. Dinner in the Park was also well
received and Steve Hale returned to perform as George Whittell Jr., an interesting character that I previously
knew nothing about. The final event, marking the end of the camping season at the park, was the 6th Annual Lost
Sierra Hoedown at the Johnsville Ski Bowl, which is becoming more and more grounded each year.
We’ve had projects. The ADA work on the museum and Camp Lisa has reached completion and the Madora
Lake project should wrap before snow falls. The gang at PESPA got together with our District Forester, Rich
Adams and his crew of merry men and saw to the first stage of a fuel reduction project around the historical
district. Trees were thinned and vegetation chipped to make the area more fire resistant and the forest healthier
overall. More work is scheduled for the near future.
We don’t know exactly what winter holds for us yet, but we’re praying for snow! A good snowpack is what keeps
the mountains and forests healthy through the summer and gives us opportunities for winter sports when the
white stuff is on the ground. Feel free to cheer on the snow from wherever you are. We in the Lost Sierra will
certainly appreciate it!
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PARK CHAMPION VOLUNTEERS RECORD JAMISON MINE COMPLEX
By Denise Jaffke, Parks’ Archaeologist
Once again, Park Champion Volunteers from around northern California came to Plumas Eureka State Park to
assist Parks’ archaeologists in documenting artifacts and features associated with the park’s mining past. This
year the focus was on Jamison Mine, located east of the Upper Jamison Creek Campground. The area is part of
the National Register listed historic Plumas-Eureka Mill, Jamison Mines District.
The Jamison gold-bearing ore was discovered in the late 1880s, with the Jamison Mining Company incorporated
on January 19, 1887. The Jamison Mine operation was established about two miles south of Johnsville and
claims of the company—including 590 acres of claims and incorporating three distinct ledges (Jamison, Neville
and the Bosco)—were adjacent to the Plumas Eureka with Jamison Creek serving as the dividing line.
The character-defining feature of
Jamison Mine was the degree to
which the company utilized water
to power their entire mining
operation. Water from four
natural lakes (including Rock,
Jamison, Wade and Grass) and
connecting streams was
conveyed by a ditch for 1¼ miles
to the mine site to power the
hoist, compressor, mill, electric
lights, dynamo, rock crusher and
a train of light shafting, carrying
circular saw, drill press and
grindstone. The area had been
mostly deforested by 1890,
therefore wood was expensive
and water was used as a source
of power and a viable economic
solution for the company. By
1896, a 10-stamp mill was
constructed and the company
employed, housed and fed 40
men.
By the turn of the century, the Jamison Mine operation was noted as the leading producer of gold in Plumas and
“the only important quartz mine now productive in the county.” Although mining continued until 1943, the rich ore
located on the Jamison claims was all but exhausted by 1919, when the mine was only running part-time.
Volunteers assisted Parks’ archaeologists, Denise Jaffke, Spencer Fry, and Kirsten Hawley, in mapping and
photographing the numerous artifacts and features that are scattered throughout the Jamison Mine milling
complex. Ken McKowen, Park Champions coordinator, stated that the archaeology projects at Plumas Eureka
remain the most popular events they host. We hope to build on our success and design a program at Plumas
Eureka SP that will provide PESPA and Park Champions volunteers meaningful experiences that will deepen their
already present sense of stewardship for the significant archaeological resources that exist in the park.
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MUSEUM REFRESH - 2018
By Tim Hardie, PESPA Board Director
How long has it been since you have toured the Plumas Eureka State Park Museum @ Park headquarters
SERIOUSLY!
An extensive remodel/reset of the Museum has
occurred to update the entry way and access during
winter 2017-2018. The entry ramps to the museum have
been re-graded and a new entry door system installed.
The Mining Room floor was elevated for wheelchair
access and the display backgrounds were renewed.
These improvements; LED lighting, new backgrounds in
each display and new signage to describe the artifacts,
have improved visitor’s educational experience and
understanding of the mining history of the Plumas
Eureka and Jamison Mine complexes. PESPA
enthusiastically invites everyone to revisit this
spectacular group of refreshed displays to increase your
personal knowledge of this Park, or “Hidden Gem of the Lost Sierra”.
A big thank you to Bill Bell of DPR for all the hard work of redesigning and building these displays for our
enjoyment.
Included in this refresh/reset of the Museum displays;
see the Natural History side. First impressions…a brand
new case built by PESPA’s Dennis Black (of
Woodworker and Blacksmith fame) for a new space for
revolving displays where the mountain lion has lived for
the past 10 years… look closely and note the findings
from Eureka Mills Archeological survey of 2014.
Many visitors have suggested that nothing has changed
for years in this space. Now you have a reason to revisit
these displays in person and bring a friend to witness “I
didn’t know that” expressions. Thanks to Denise Jaffke
, DPR ‘s Associate State Archeologist for guiding this
project to fruition..
Looking further south toward Ranger Tim Quandt’s Office, the Mountain Lion display has company: State symbol ,
400+lb Brown Bear under the spectacular feather wreath. Traveling through the displays, again note all new
readable descriptive signage in each venue. Museum hours are 9-4 daily, and free during the summer season,
Memorial Day to Labor Day. Don’t miss the best-kept secret in Eastern Plumas County for day trips in 2019.
“WOW - I didn’t know that!”
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WANNA GO FOR A HIKE?
By Jay Headly, Retired Interpretive Ranger
That is the question I asked Tim Hardie and Tim Quandt this summer and which led to this adventure on the face
of Eureka Peak. But first, who am I and why would I decide to go “off trail” and over “rock and fauna”?
I worked as a Ranger P.I. at Plumas-Eureka State Park for eleven seasons, 1969-1980. My wife and I, plus
three, then four kids, came to the park when school let out and went back to the Fresno area, then later to the Los
Angeles area at Labor Day.
My chief duties during my tenure were in the area of interpretation; and in that realm, I managed to hike over most
of the park, taking pictures to use in our slide shows at the campfire. Oh yeah, for you old timers, I’m the Hakee,
Takee, Umba guy.
Therefore, when my wife and I retired to Graeagle eleven years ago, there were two places I wanted to revisit.
First was the “eye” on the east side of Eureka Peak, and second was the “bull wheel” that held the tram cables
that are still aloft above the campground road. When I mentioned these places to the two “Tims” a couple of
years ago they were “enthusiastic?” to see these spots, which they had not been to. (I don’t know if Tim Hardie
really knew what that might mean.) So, when our youngest son, 46, (born in Northridge, L.A. County), while I
gave a campfire program at PESP said that he was going to visit in August, I asked if he would accompany me to
those two sites – also if he would mind if I invited the two “Tims”.
NOW TO THE ADVENTURE – On August 15, a beautiful PESP day with a morning temperature of 65 degrees,
my son Josh and I picked up Tim and Tim and got to Eureka Lake by 9:30. Tim Hardie had some idea of what he
was getting into. Tim Quandt “forgot” and showed up in comfortable short pants. We started up the old road on
the east side of the lake and continued through the Eureka Mills site, noting flora, fauna, old walls defining the
“road” and all was happy – like “Whistle a Happy Tune”. Reality started to set in after we passed the “Discovery
Site”. The “road” was most often non-existent! In fact, climbing over Manzanita 1-2 feet high – or navigating a
talus slope of rocks (Basketball Size), became the common path. Of course, we all were keeping our eyes out for
mining artifacts – does bear scat count? – AND what do our wondering eyes should appear but a University of
Nevada Seismic Recording Device. This, BY FAR, was the most unique thing we saw – not counting the two C130 aircraft that flew by BELOW US!! As to the recording device, Tim Hardie still hasn’t been able to find out
when and how it got there. It’s very sturdy and I believe set in concrete, out in the middle of nowhere with no path
going to it. WOW – SOMETHING NEW!!!!

By now we had been venturing for 1½ hours and the
“eye” was in sight – only another half hour of uphill and
across the face. My son, who just recently ran a
marathon, was leading the way, and the rest of us were
TRYING to keep up. Let’s just say sometimes we had
to wait for each other to regroup.
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About now we came upon an ADIT. Naturally we had to enter – there
were rails and possible welding slag out in front, but the walls were solid
granite so there were no timbers present. It went in maybe 50-75 yards
and stopped, so we don’t know if it was connected to the mines, or just a
“dry hole”.

So back out we went to SEE the “eye”. When we were a couple hundred yards away – away uphill – we decided
that was far enough. Unfortunately, using my binoculars, I found the cables below us maybe a quarter mile away
and 1000 feet lower (without trail, of course). Yes, we decided to just try to get back to the lake and car – this
meant another 45 minutes going upward, where we reached the North Peak. This allowed us to pick up the park
trail (foot path) and hike downhill to the lake. Another 45 minutes, or so, and we were back at the car. IT WAS
2:00. ALL OF US WERE UNINJURED! – except for Tim Quandt’s legs, which were really scratched up.

Was it worth it? After waiting eleven
years to find someone to go with and
enjoy the adventure – YOU BET!
Maybe next year we will get to the “bull
wheel”.

PESPA Board of Directors for 2018-19:
John Sciborski - Chairman
Dennis Black - Vice Chairman
Jay Skutt - Treasurer
Rich Martinez – Secretary
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Cliff Romig - Director
Tim Hardie - Director
Jane Roix - Director

For more information check out our website at: www.plumas-eureka.org
Follow us on Facebook at: Plumas-Eureka State Park association

